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(2)
\'brd-bui1ding Rules and Gramnatical categories in Lumni

An

[W]x + Affix

[W + Affix]y' where x mayor may not equal y.

example of this type of rule is the so-called. -able rule discussed. in

Akmajian,
Richard

-+

~s,

and Harnish (1984).

This rule is expressed. in (3) in the

~s

fonnat given in (2).

Eloise Jelinek

(3)

Depart:ment of Linguistics
University of Arizona

+ db1

-+

[\1 + db1]A

As noted. in Linguistics, the -db1 suffix derives adjectives fran verbs.
There are two kinds of gram:natical evidence that can be used. to argue
for distinguishing the major grarcmatical categories in English,
verbs, and adjectives.
tactic

~,

airplane, may be canbined. with the -db1 affix to form the adjective flyable,

These kinds of evidence are derived. fran the syn

and norpho1ogica1 canponents of English gramnar.

\'brds such as !!y, which can be used. transitively in phrases such as !!y an

It is a condition

and can appear in expressions such as this plane is flyable.

\'brds which

are members of different lexical categories such as!2s?Y. (noun) and red. (ad

on syntactic we11-formedness in generative gram:nar that lexical insertion of

jective) do not permit the addition of -db1 (*boyab1e, *red.ab1e).

words into syntactic structures be sensitive to gram:natical categories such

examples are easy to find.

as ~, adjective, detenniner and so forth.

ness) or even nouns (chairness) to fODn new nouns, but -ness cannot be added.

Given structures such as those

Other

The suffix ~ can be added to adjectives (red.

in (1), the items that can fit into the node marked. N are those that are

to verbs (*ru:nness).

labeled. N as part of their lexical representation.

then, is the specification of classes of words that can serve as input to

\'brds with labeling

A valid test for the distinction of lexical categories,

other than N, if inserted. in the tree, will create ill-formed strings.

norpho1ogical rules.

For :English, the classes of words that pattern together

Classifying words as to their lexical categories is therefore necessary if

in lexical insertion

also pattern together in word building rules.

lexical insertion is to properly apply.

building rules thus offer an excellent probe for the definition of gram:nati

(1)

NP

NP

~

Det

Adj

[the]Det

{green] Adj

N

[p1ant]N

the green plant

~

Det

Adj

[the] Det

[green] Adj

N

{resuscitate]V

*the green resuscitate

The other type of evidence that lexical categories are central to

English gramnar is the role that these categories play in word building
rules of the type shown in (2).

\'brd

cal categories.

we have proposed. in earlier work (Jelinek and Demers, 1982) that there
is no syntactic evidence for the lexical categories noun vs. verb in Lumni,
but rather, that there is a single open lexical class, the category predicate.
Aside fran the predicate, there are only small c1osed.-1ist categories, largely
particles and c1itics.

In other words, Lumni syntax does not req:ui.re syntac

tic trees labeled. with nodes such as Noun, Verb or Adjective.

Other linguists

working with Northwest languages have also cane to the conclusion that a noun
verb distinction is absent, or that if it does exist, is fundamentally different
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frcrn the distinction found in European languages (Kinkade 1983, Kuipers 1968,

which furnish additional infonua.tion on the pronaninal arguments in the main

Thanpson and Thompson 1971, Davis and saunders 1984, and sapir 1946). Those

clause.

arguing in favor of a noun-verb distinction have cited the existence of ex

Predicate-Aux canplex (see Jelinek & Demers 1983).

pressions, such as those in (4), that appear to be "noun phrases" and must
therefore have nouns as their heads.
(4)

FOtential evidence, derivational morphology.

a m&!n "this father"

Cd na-mcen

It appears that all languages

have word building rules, rules that build nE!IN words fran already existing

"my father"

words or roots by processes of canpounding, affixation, and so forth.

We have argued elsewhere (op. cit.) that the expressions in (4) are not
noun phrases, but are naninalized clauses.

canpare the pairs of items in the

two columns that appear in (5).
(5)

We will not reviE!IN here the evidence that a noun-verb distinction plays

no role in Lum:ni syntax; wl'.at we want to consider here is the second kind of

Cd mcen Ilthe/a father"

ti?

The argunents for the predicate "see ll are satisfied within the initial

We

have already shown above that English word building rules are sensitive to
the lexical category of the words involved, at roth the input and output.
Lum:ni does have word-building rules, and belCM we discuss several dif

Predicate

Naninal Clause
"to be a man"

cd sway?qa?

ferent types.

"the one who is a man"

We have examined these rules particularly with respect to

whether they are sensitive to word classes , especially as to a FOssible noun

"to knCM it"

Cd

"the one who knows it"

verb contrast.

"to be good"

ca

"the one who is gcx:x!"

are necessary in defining inputs to word building rules or in characterizing

We have proFOsed that particles such as ca function like the logician IS
iota operator, an operator that creates a term fran a predicate.

Lurnni sen

\'le conclude that there is no evidence that lexical categories

the outputs of such rules.

The rules appear to apply blindly to manbers of

the class predicate, if the sanantic features of the predicate are canpatible

tences which appear to corresFOnd to English sentences containing two naninal

with the sanantic features marked by the derivational rule.

arguments are therefore to be understood differently.

sane derivational rules may be restricted to a very narrCM sanantic danain.

(6)

len-n-as ( )
123'
He sees it,

ca
4

()
'

the (one that
is a) do;r,

"'Ihe dog sees the bear."

w
ca s~aqt an
6

the (one that
is a) bear

1

= "see"

2

= transitivizer

We shall have more to say on this FOint belCM,

Simple predicates may undergo morphological processes that produce de

3 = 3rd. per. ergative

rived predicates.

4 = determiner

predicates.

5 == "dog"

follCMed by the second FOsition clitic sequence (AUX) that creates a finite

6 =

The naninal clauses Cd

In particular,

"bear"

.,.

and ca scabtan are not in themselves

arguments to the initial predicate

they are adjoined non-finite clauses

Both the input and output of these derivational rules are

A derived predicate may appear in sentence-initial FOsition,

(main) clause.

Or a derived predicate may be preceded by a determiner that

builds a subordinate adjoined clause.
the follCMing:

Examples of derived predicates include
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(7)

(9)

Partial reduplication with infixation of -a1

Full (CVC) Reduplication

Naninal clauses

l.fain clauses

Main clauses

)

s-a1-sca-t-san
sba-t-san

ca qW_ a1-qwl;)y

"wooden instrunents"

ca ~y ''wood''

"I club saneone"

6-al-6sa-t-san
6sa-t-san

"I'm clubbing saneone
repeatedly"

"I'm hitting saneone
repeate::lly"

Cd

?Han
"islands"

ca

"I hit saneone"

?dlllan

"'I'hey are eating"

ca
-

"He is eating"

saysayaq

?'Ollldn
---

ca ?i.lan

"'I'hey are digging the hell
out of it"

"the (ones who are)
eati...'1.g"

"the (one who is) eating"

Cd SdYSdYdq

"the (ones who are)
digging the hell out
of it"

"island"
~

ca

"He is digging"

~

"the (one who is) digging"

Words that from the perspective of English gramnar we 'WOuld expect to
s-lan-leni
be nouns or verbs are subject to the same 'WOrd-building rule.

sleni

in (7), the rule involves the copying of the initial consonant of the root
(ignoring another derivational prefix, an initial

~),

"She is a

?e1- ?e1 an
matathesis process that occurs in the root J:X>rtion of

"island".

It is

?e1an

that distinguishes words that can undergo this rule and those that cannot.

notions other than plurality.
'I'he

"the (one that is) a house"

(10)

a.

w w

~

ca sq aq amay

w

~

c a sq amay

canpare:

"little dog"

"dog"

b.

paf:o?fl
Po?n

"swelling up right

roN"

"swell up"

In (lOa), reduplication marks the diminutive, whereas the word PdPo?n "swelling

Other rules are:

up right roN" is an aspectua1 fom described as "actual", oPJ:X>sed to the non

Partial (tV) Reduplication

"'I'hey are singing"

ca

'I'hese two types of reduplication processes can also be associated with

input for this rule is simply predicate, not a lexical category such as nouns

t ?at ?11 am

"It is a house"

"the (ones that are)
houses"

jects" and "actions" Participate in this rrorpho1ogical process.

'I'he .ilrq:ortant J:X>int is that there is no categoria1 distinction present

Main clauses

ca ?e1-?e1an
-

Both Partial and fully reduplicated forms can indicate the notion of

in the fom of mltlber of Participants or in intensity of action is referred

(8)

"the (one who is) a
wa.nan"

plurality; and the reader will note that predicates that refer to both "ob

In the case of n.cmi.nal clauses a plurality of

elements is indicated, and in finite clauses, a plurality of action, either

or verbs.

"'I'hey are houses"

'I'here is also a

clear frcm the translations that the general notion of plurality is conveyed

to.

sa sleni
- ---

\\KJ'Mn"

"the (ones who are)
wanen"

and the infixation of

the seq:uence - a1- between the copied consonant and the root.

by this derivational process.

sa s-ldn-leni

"They are wanen"

In the examples

Ncmina1 clauses
ca t?dt?i1am
-

"the (ones who are)
singing"

actua1~. Across languages, derivational processes may show idiOSYncratic

"sana.ntic drift."

'I'he meaning difference between dimi..nu.tive and actual vs.

non-actual aspect is not consistently maintained between 'WOrds that refer to
t ?i1am

"He is singing"
"'I'hey are great grandParents"

sil a

"He is a great grandParent"

Cd t?i1am "the (one who is)
- - - - singing'
Cd sds:l1d

"the (ones who are) great
grandParents"

ca si1a "the (one who is) a great
- - - grandParent"

entities vs. 'WOrds that refer to events.

'Ibis lack of a meaning difference
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is dramatically daronstrated by examples fram Puget Salish, a closely

that the so-called

related Coast Salish language (Broselow 1983).

Ltmni in fact uses ?8s- as a prefix to mark the stative aspect of same predi

~..a.in

(11)

clauses

Ncminal clauses
c a illa

"8a:neone cries"

x&.xah.ab

"An infant cries"

cates.

''Iooney''

cd ta?tal

ing.

The i.rnpJrtant p::>int, hCMever, is that s- is not a ncminalizer in

It is only when they are preceded by detenniners such as Cd that they can
function as adjoined ncminal clauses, in our analysis.

The reduplicated XaXah3b signifies that sanething small is cry

Even tb::mgh there are same idiosyncratic meaning differences within

(14)

reduplicated forms, all le.'{ical predicates are subject to this word building

"he is eating"

"boy"

Cd

sa

"girl"

sa sleni ''wcman''

ca

"the eating, the food"

And both simple

and derived predicates appear in both main clauses and adjoined nan:i.nal ex

A candidate for a word building rule that 9icks out nouns is, of course,

However, the class of i tans which can take the -o? dl is so

pressions , which are fonned by the preceding determiner.
(15)

Instrumental -tan

narrow that any rrorphological characterization is redundant once the semantic
The suffix -o?al is only found on a few words,

and these all refer to humans.

"the (one who is) eating"

it functions to turn a simple predicate into a derived one.

"man"

cd

restrictions are specified.

ca ?il an

The examples given in (14) shDwthat s- alone cannot serve as a naninalizer -

The diminuative suffix -onl

the diminut.ive.

?ilan

s-?i1.dn "It is (the) eating"
- - - or "It is food"

rule.
(12)

actually a narker of a stative aspect.

the traditional sense, since 'WOrds with the s- prefix are still predicates.

"a little rroney"

These examples show that the notion of diminutive can also appear with verblike words.

~-naninalizer is

"It is a tool"
cen'

tan

~

"he is working"

"It is a bailer"

Bail it!

The other rrore productive means of forming

diminUt.ives is with the pa.rtial reduplication rule discussed earlier.
highly restricted occurrence is also found in other Salish languages.

This
In

san' - tan

"It is a tumpline"

"carry it (on your
shoulders) "

qWo-tan

"It is a bucket"

"It is water"

Puget Salish, for example, the cognate suffix -el is primarily used in naming

wanen, in pa.rticu1ar female family members (Hess 1970:51).
(13)

suffix

the s- "naninalizer"
s-?il an

"it is food" or "it is
(the) eating"
"it is salmon"

The same p::>ints that were made about the prefix

"8a:neone is eating"

?Uan

w

Ce:nax

Kinkade (1984) has suggested

can be made about t.'I-}e

the rule changes one predicate type into another.

It can be

seen that the semantic features of the input predicate have a wide range; pre
dicates that occur in -tan need not refer to an action.

"8a:neone is fishing"

Again, the so-called naninalizer !!::. has been claimed by same to be a mor
phological device for turning ve:rbs into nouns.

-tan:

~-

The predicate

I

variously flto drink fl or "water" plus -tan has the meaning flbasket" "instnnuent
used for water fl , not necessarily "instrument used for drinking fl .
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sanantic contribution of the derivational change.

The evidence fran the word building canponent of Lumni. points to the

We should not be surprised

conclusion that neither the input nor the output utilizes norphological

then to see such sanantic factors affecting the distribution and result of the

categorial marking.

processes in Lumni. granmar that change simple predicates into derived ones.

The norphological

word building rules of Lmmi. have

predicates as both their input and output, and it is the nore narrow sanantic

Our conclusion, then, is that the lack of a noun-verb distinction in Lurcmi

properties of the lexical items that detennine whether or not a fODll is

syntax is supported by the evidence fran derivational norphology.

eligible to undergo the word building rules.

seen no derivational rule in Lumni that requires that its input be stated in

Languages appear to differ, then, in the extent to which lexical cate

tenns of a lexical category such as noun or vern.

Similar points have been

gories can be part of the infonnation required in stating word-building rules.

made by Kinkade for other Salish lanquages.

English requires lexical categories, whereas Lmmi. does not.

reflect the typological importance of the salish language family.

A closer look

at English, lDwever, shows that many word building rules rely heavily on

narrow sanantic features of the input foDllS.

Consider the suffix -ize.

'!his

suffix is described as a verb building suffix that has adjectives as its input.
'!his suffix can be added productively as is seen by the rather recent origin
of the word finalize.

Not all adjectives can freely take the -ize suffix.

Consider for example the awkwardness (or even impossibility)of words such as
*redize "to make red" *olclize "to make old".

The point is that sanantic can

patibility clearly plays a role in word building processes.

-i!:!9.

In fact, the

suffix which can be added freely to English verns to fonn gerunds and

participles, can also be added to nouns within a restricted sanantic danai.n.
It is used, for example, to fODll words such as flooring fran floor, roofing
fran roof, ca;peting

fran~,

and so forth.

The

-~

added to nouns

carries with it the notion of ''material used for" and thus the nouns must be
n:enbers of a particular narrow sanantic field.

we

see thus that even in a language where the input to word-building

rules Im.1St be stated in tenns of lexical categories, the sanantic features
of particular words may restrict the application of the rule or affect the

We have

These features of Lumni. syntax
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